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Abstract

New restits from ARGUS on r physics are presented: the m~urement
of the r mass and the measurement of the decay r- + p-VT. The irnpfica-

tions on lepton university, v, mass, structure of the wed interaction and

the v, spin w~ be discussed.

Introduction

A rich field of physics is accessible to detectors tding data at e+e- storage

rings which operate in the center-of-mass energy range corresponding to the T

resonance mmses (DORIS II, CESR). A large fraction of the research efforts is

devoted to the study of the r lepton and its associated neutrino, VT.

The detector ARGUS at the DORIS II storage ring started to mntribute to

the field of ~ physics as early as 1985. Since then, a large number of analyses have

been performed. In this article I report in detail on two recent measurements: 1)

the me~urement of the r mass and 2) the measurement of the decay ~- ~ p- VT!

In addition, I report briefly on three other recent measurements:

1. The search for neutrinoless r decays. Upper limits on branching ratios for six

neutrinoless leptonic, 16 semileptonic, two radiativ~leptonic, two radiative-

hadronic and three purely hadronic ~ decays have been determined.1 The

results are listed in Table 1 where they me compared to pFevious measure-

ments.

2. Me~urement d exclusive one-prong branching rations:~e = ({7.3 A0.4~0.5)%,

B,= (17.2 + 0.4+ 0.5)% and Bh = (11.7+ 0.6+ 0.8)%.6 The topological
three-prong branching ratio B3 h= been extracted using the leptonic decays as

reference: B3 = (13.3 + 0.3 + 0.8)%.

3. The measurement of the decay ~- + rr+m+r-vr.’ The r decay into three

charged pions is dominantly mediated by the decay 7- ~ a; v, with the

7Wpr=enting the ARGUS Co~aboratioq supported by the German Bundwministerium fiir
Forschungund Te&noIogieunder contract number 054D051P~
tfiferenca in this article to a specificcharged state also imply the charge conjugate state.
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Decay Channel MARK 11 ARGUS 86 Crystal Bdl CLEO ARGUS 91

r- + e-e+e- 40 3.8 3.0 1.3

r- + e-p+fl- 33 3.3 2.7 1.9
r- + e+u-u- I I I i 1.6 ! 1.8 I

.+. -T- + p-e e 44 3.3 2.7 1.4
T- d p+e-e- 1.6 1.4
r- & ~-~+~- 49 2.9 1.7 1.9
r- 4 e-x+x- 4.2 6.0 2.7

r- + e+m-m-, i.7 1.8
r- +p-T+%- 4.0 3.9 3.6, ,
r- + ~+r-r-, I I I 6.3
T- + e-po 37 3.9 I 1.9

.0
,

T- 4 p-p 44 3.8 2.9
r- + e-K+K- 4.2 5.8 2.9
T- b e+r-K- 4.9 2.0
r- B p-X+K- 12 7.7 11
r- b p+T-K- 4.0 5.8
r- + e-K@

I
130 5.4 3.8

r- ~ p-K@ 100 5.9 4.5
r- ~ e-~ 64 20 12
r- + e-~o 210 14 17
r- + p-~ 55 3.4
T- + p-%o 82 4.4
7- + e-q 24 6.3
r- + p-q 7.3
r-+~ 29
T- + pro 65.5
T- 4 x-~ 28
7- 4 n-mo 37

I 1

T- + fin I I 129 I
Table 1: Upper limits [lO-s] (90% CL) on branching ratios of neutrinoleas r decays

compared with results from previous experiments.2-5

subsequentdecaysai ~ Per- and p“ + X+m-. Usingthe model of lsgur et

d.? the parameters of the al have been determined to be m(al) = (1.211*

0.007+$050) GeV/cz and ral = (0.446* 0.021+$140) GeV/c’. The second

errors reflect the model dependence of the result. This is the currently most

significant determination of the al raonance pmarneters. The ratio of S-

and D-wave arnphtudes for the p“rn- intermediate state of the ai demy at

the nornind ai mass w= found to be D/S = -0.11* 0.02. Using this D/S

ratio we update our former mmuremente of the parity violating asymmetry

parameter 7Av = 2gAgv/(gj + g;) to be 1.25* 0.23+~&.

Measurement of the r mms

Asearly M 1984 it has been noticed that the sum of dl measured exclusive r

branching ratios is significantly lower than 100%10 where most of the discrepancy
wss attributed to oneprong ~ decaya. During the l~t year, many new mesaurements

have been performed resulting in a much less signifiat deficit. However, with the

incre~ed precision oft he measurements on r lifetime and ~ decay branching ratios,

more fundamental questions can be asked. One of tha is the question whether

the r is a sequential lepton or not, thus asking whether lepton universality is

conserved. Assuming dl leptons to be sequential, the leptonic branching &actions

of the T lepton can be related to 7 and p fifetime and masses. In Fig. 1 the

Feynman diagram for a generic leptonic decay is shown, where 11stands for the

decaying leptons p or r and 12is p or e for/1 = r and e for/1 = p. To ewh vertex,

,- ,-

FIgure I: The Feynman-diagram for a leptonic decay ii ~ l; til,VI,.

a mupling constant can be assigned, gll and glz. Lepton universality requires the

coupling constants for dl leptons to be equal: g, = g~ = g.. The Fermi coupling
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constant GF can be expressed in terms of theses mupling constants:

Thus, the pmtial decay width for a leptonic decay can be written u:

where r x —0.4Y0arises from radiative corrections and the non-local structure of

the W-propagatorll and j(z) is a phase space factor accounting for the m=s of

12:
“ ~(z) =l–8z+8z3– z4–12z’lnz;

$(z) equals 1 for 12= e and 0.9728 for 12= p. The total decay width is known by

a measurement of the lifetime. Lacking other major decay mode but p- ~ e– ~~vu
for the ~,12 the total width is then: r(p- ~ e-ti~v~) = ~, whereas the br~ching

fractions B, and B+ have to be considered when calculating the total decay width

of the ~ lepton:

Hence, ratios of coupling constants can be related to the measurable qumtities

Be, B r r m, and m~:p? 77 v)

and
$= B,

9: 0.9728B, .

Mass and lifetime of the p are known with a very high precision.12 By the beginning

of 1992 the world averages for Be, Bp, r. and mr were 12: Be = (17.93 + 0.26)Y0,

BP = (17.58+ 0.27)%, r, = (305+6) fs aod m. = (1784.13~~) MeV/c2, implying

@ = 1.004+ 0.011
9.

and
g=og70*oo13

9P . . .

The g~/g, ratio agrees well with the Standard Model expectation of g. = g,. It
can be compared with the more precise result obtained from leptonic pion decays
of gU/9. = 1.0030 * 0.0023.13 However. the g,lg~ ratio shows a 2.2 st~d~d

deviation from r and p being sequential leptons. This discrepancy is mmmonly

referred to ss the ‘r lifetime problem.” 14If the problem persists it might be the

first indication of a violation of lepton universality for the r lepton. In order

to prove or disprove an evidence for the violation of lepton universality more

and precise me~urements of B,, BP r, and m, are needed. The ~ msss is of

particular interest because the uncertainty of the ~ mass influences the v, msss

me=urements: the most sensitive bounds on the mass of the v, can be derived

from the analysis of the invariant mass spectrum of semihadronic r decays, e.g.,

the present best limit of m., <35 MeV/c2 (95% CL)15 was obtained using the

decay r- + Z-x- r-r+r+v,. Since this method depends on a determination of
the kinematic end point of the mass spectrum, the current precision of the r mass

measurement will restrict the ultimate sensitivity on m., to about 10 MeV/cz.

The pseudomass m:

To date, the only method which hss been applied in determining the msss

of the T lepton is bssed on the behaviour of the totrd cross section U(e+e– ~
T+7– ) in the threshold region. The four existing measurements lead to ~ average

value of m, = (1784. 1~~:~) MeV/c*. 12 However, the result is dominated by the

measurement of the DELCO experiment, m, = (1782~$) MeV/c2,16 which was

later refined to m, = (1784.1~~~) MeV/cz; after recalibration of the SPEAR

energy scde12 using a high precision @(2S) mass measurement .17

In this article I report on a me~urement of the 7 mass using a newly de-

veloped pseudomass technique. The ~ pseudomass is derived from the measured

mass, energy and moment urn of the three-x system in the decay ~- ~ r-m-T+ u,,

together with the beam energy.

The 7 mass itself cannot be calculated from the measured qumtities since

the r flight direction is unknown. However, a 7 pseudomass can be derived with

the approximation that the flight direction of the three-x system is the flight direction

of the r, i.e., setting cos(~.,~3.) = 1. With m: = E: – p: and ET = &/2,

equrd the nominal beam energy, it follows that only the ~ mom&ntum needs to

be determined. Using the approximation noted above, a pseud~ 7 momentum,

P: =P3. *PV,, cm be derived from the momenta of the three-n system and the tau

neutrino, p... The solution p; = ps. – p., has been discarded since the case where

P7 < PST is true for O~lY ~ 2% of the T decays under consideration. In addition, a
poor sensitivity to mr results from an mdysis of such events. The energy of the

tau neutrino, E.,, is derived from the energy difference between the ~ and the three-r

system: E.. = E. — E3=. With p“, = ~~ and m~z = E: — p;2 it follows

that:
I
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The mass of the tau neutrino is known to be very small: m“, < 35 MeV/p~

(95% CL).l’ The sde of its effect on the pseudomass determination is set by

comparison with the other terms m~z and (E, —E3.)2 Since the three-r system is

formed by the decay of an al meson,ls m3* takea vdu~ above 0.9 GeV/cz, i.e.,
large compared to 35 MeV/c2. Due to the restriction of our choice for p: to
mm+ pV,, the al m-on has been emitted opposite to the 7 directio~ of flight (ss

seen from the r rest frame) for events where the approximation cos(~., Z. ) = 1

holds true. Since almost no events with msm masses close to the mass of the r

lepton (Fig. 2) have been fognd,the difference between T and three-r energies is large

for the majority of events with m: = m,, so that here too (E, - Es*) >35 MeV.
Therefore,a finite but small tau neutrino mass has only a marginrd ifiuence on
the determination of m, and will be neglected. Hence, m;z can be written as:

The systematic, error on m,, imposed by this approximation, will be discussed
later in detail. Another source of systematic uncertainty in the determination of

m; is the precision by which the beam energy is known. The absolute energy scale

of the DORIS II storage ring has been dibrated using the mass measurements of

the T resonances12’le as reference. The long term stabifity of the centre-of-maas

energy is known from data taking periods on the T resonances. In Adition, the

resonance energies have been well reproduced after a shutdown period or after

a period of data taking in the nearby continuum. Hence, we conclude that the

average beam energy is known with a precision of ffE&~~ N 3 MeV, yielding a

shift to m; of 6m: & 0.5 MeV/c2, ~ follows from the formula above. Since the

influence of two major poggible sourceg of uncertainty on the determination of the

~ mass, a finite u, mass and a wrong beam energy, are very small, systematic

errors of about 1 MeV/cZ should be fessible using the pseudomass method.

Data selection

Tau-pair events are selected with the following combinations of decay modes:

L 1 – prong find states.

The measurement was performed with the ARGUS detector operating at the
e+e- storage ring DORIS 11. The data sample, corresponding to 341 pb-] and
containing about 325000 produced r pair events, was collected at centreof-mass
energies between 9.4 and 10.6 GeV. The four-~ spectrometer ARGUS, its trigger

requirements and particle identification capabilities have been described in detail

elsewhere.20

The selection is baaed on a standard l-ver9us-3 topology selection requiring

no photons on the three-prong side.21

A total of 10959 events passed the selection criteria, including a tau-

pair background contribution of 2161 + 200 events which has been determined

from a Monte Carlo study based on the KORALB 2.1/TAUOLA 1.5$ program

package. 22 The dominant frmtion of this bwkground originates frOm the decay

r- ~ T-T-r+roV, where the photons of the To escape undetected.

The background from e+e- annihilation into multih~ons is 360+80 eventg,

aa determined by a Monte Carlo studyn using JETSET versions 6.2 and 6.324 as

generators. Other background sources, such as Bhabha reactions or tw~photon

processes, contribute at a level of less than 1% ~.

m, detervnination

The mewured three-r invariant mw spectrum is shown in Fig. 2. Note that the

background from other r decays has not been subtracted. The spectrum is compa-

red with Monte Carlo predictions for the invariant m3. spectrum from the decays

T- + a; v, followed by a; ~ p“rr- ad p“ ~ T+n-, and from the background

sources. There is good agreement between data and the Monte Carlo simulation.

The small number of entries found for m~r >1.8 GeV/c2 demonstrates that the

background from non-r events is indeed very small.

The observed pseudomass spectrum after these requirements is shown in

Fig. 3 together with the normfllsed distribution for the background. The data

exhibit a sharp threshold behaviour in the region close to the nominal vrdue of the

T mass, while the background has only a very sfight slope in the same area. The

tail above the nominal r mass cannot be explained by the presence of background,

but is due to initid-gtate radiation process= which effectively reduce the 7 energy.

Since the beam energy ig used in the calculation of the pseudomass, the true

~ energy is overestimated, leading to higher vduea of m;. The position of the

pseudomass threshold is directly related to the mass of the ~ lepton. In Fig. 4

the mwured m; spectrum is compared to the Monte Carlo prediction including

bmkground. In the simulation of the m: spectrum from ~ decays, the nominal

r maag of mr = 1784.1 MeV/c2 was uged. The tail to pseudomasses above the

nominal r m~s is well reproduced by the Monte Carlo dctiation. However, the

threshold for the data sample appears to he below the Monte Carlo expectation

for m. = 1.7841 GeV/c2 (enlarged section of Fig. 4), indicating that the ~ mass

ig smaller than previously mesaured.

The shape of the m; gpectrum for bmkground has been rdgo determined

from the data by an adysis of events which passed the same selection criteria

tA]l Monte Cmlo ~tudi~ ~“ r decays described in this article are based on this program p~age.
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I Figure 2: Measured invariant three-r mass spectrum. Thehatched histogram shows

the result of a Monte Carlo calculation of the m3x spectrum for r decays into

~–n-r+v, and for background (see text), normdizedto the data.

with the exception that two photons were required on the three-prong side. This two-

photon system was required to have an invariant mass within +100 MeV/cz of the

I nominal rr” masslz and to yield a X2 <9 when kinematic~ly constrained to the no

1
mass. The overall shape of the m; spectrum agrees well with the corresponding

spectrum for simulated background events, but shows an even smoother slope in

the region close to the nominal mass of the 7 lepton.

The r mass has been obtained by fitting the me~ured m: spectrum using a

Monte Carlo calculation to determine the expected shape for arbitrary r masses.

Monte Carlo studieq have shown that the m: spectrum for different mr mmses

can be obtained by a simple shift of the spectrum with respect to a simulated m;

spectrum for a reference ~ mass m: (here m: = 1.7841 GeV/c2), provided the

r-mass difference 6m, to m: is small:

where f (m;, m: ) describes the expected shape of a m; spectrum for the reference

r mus. The simuhted m; spectrum for r decays into r- ~ X–m- xt V7is shown

in Fig. 5. Note that the influence of the beam ener~ spread of the DORIS II

I 1 I I

N
10 MeV/c2-

200

100

0
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

m* [GeV/c2]
T

Figure 3: Tau pseudom~s spectrum of data (full dots with error bins) and back-

ground, normalized to the data (hatched histogram). The present nominal r mass
of m; = m, = 1.7841 GeV/c2 12 is indicated by the dotted line.

storage ring is included in the simulation. The shape of the spectrum has been

modelled in the region 1.65 GeV/c2 < m; < 1.9 GeV/cz with a heuristic function

of the form:

where a; with i = 1.r.5 are free parameters.
J

In the fit to the data we used the same function with dl parameters fixed to

the values extracted from the simulation except the normalization al. The data

have been fitted in the region 1.7 GeV/c* < m; <1.85 GeV/c2, limiting possible

shifts in the’ ~ mass to &mr < 50 MeV/c2. Although the background is small

in this region and does not exhibit any threshold behaviour, we have included its

contribution in the fit. The background m: spectra from 7 decays and multihadron

sources have’been parametrized, leaving only the overall normalization ss a free

parameter. Hence, the fit to the observed m; spectrum’ hm four free parameters: ~

and the normalizations for the three contributing functions, By this procedure we
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Figure 4: Measured three-n pseudomw spwtmmcompwed with the result from a

Monte Carlo calculation (hatched histogram) of the m; spectrum for r decays

into x-r- r+ v, and for background, normalized to the data. The present nominal

rmassofm; =m, = 1.7841 GeV/cz 12 is indicated by the dotted line. The

enlarged section in the upper left-hand corner provides a detailed view of the

pseudomass region 1.68 GeV/c2 < m: s 1.92 GeV/c2.

obtain a r mass of

m. = (1776.3 + 2.4) MeV/cz

where only the statistical error is given. The measured m: spectrum is shown in

Fig. 6 together with the fitted function. The threshold, visible in the data, and

the e~pected background level, are well reproduced by the fit.
‘In order to determine the systematic error a variety of sources have been

considered. A U7 mass of m“, = 20 MeV/cz would cause a shift in m, of

6m, N 0.3 MeV/cz. A systematic deviation of the beam energy from its nominal

value by 3 MeV results in a change of 6m, = 0.5 MeV/c2. Within statistid errors

the obtained result did not change by analyzing the m; spectra for arbitrary sub-

sets of the data sample, thereby accounting for different centre-of-mass energies

at which the data have been taken. The absolute momentum scale of the expe-

riment is known to +0. 15Y0,25as determined from reconstructed K: mesons in

N
1 MeV/cz1

60

40

20

0

I
1.65 1.70 1.75 1.80 1.85 1.90

m’
T

[GeV/c2]

Figure 5: Simulated pseudomass spectrum for r decays of the type r- ~

~-~–r+u, (m, = 1784.1 MeV/cz). The curve shows the r~ult of the fit dmcribed

in the text.

various momentum and angular intervals, leading to 6m, = 1.2 MeV/cz. The fit

procedure h~ been checked by varying the fit region, allowing for different back-

ground contributions, using different parametrizations to model the simulated m;

spectrum and accounting for possible deviations between the measured and simu-
lated three-r m= spectra. The latter test has been performed since the shape of the

threshold behaviourvisible in the @ spectrum depends slightly on the thr-x mass.$

The extracted m, values were stable at a level of 6m, = 0.5 MeV/c2.

From three considerations, the systematic error on the fitted r mass is deter-

mined to be a,v. (m,) = 1.4 MeV/c2 by adding each individual error quadraticdly,

leading to a find tau mass result ofi

m,= (1776.3 + 2.4+ 1.4) MeV/c2.

Adding statistical and systematic errors in quadrature yields a total error of

a:~t(m,) = 2.8 MeV/c2, which is comparable to the error of the praent world
+2.7 MeV/c2 .12 The central value of our measurement isaverage uPDG(m, ) = _~,e

$The determination of m, do= not rely on evenb where ms. % m,
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Figure 6: Measured m: spectrum in the region of the threshold close to the r

mass. The curves show the results of the fit described in the text (broken line:

fitted background) and the expected background level (dotted line).

smaller than the world average by 7.8 MeV/cz, a &screpancy of about 1.7 stan-

dard deviations. No attempt hss been made to calculate a new world average

using our measurement since dl previous measurements are bssed on a different

method, the determinant ion of the cross section UT7= rr(e+ e- ~ T+r - ) close to

the production threshold.

The measurement of the r msss presented here gives first evidence that the ~

msss is significantly lower than has been previously inferred. Using our measured

~ mass for the calculation of the g, /gP ratio yields: gT/gP = 0.981 + 0.013. Thus,

evidence for a possible violation of the lepton universality becomes weaker Ad

appears now to have a significance of 1.5 standard deviations.

A new upper limit on the VT mass

The downward shift in the r m~s by 6m, = 7.8 MeV/cz dso affects the
I

upper limit on the mass of the r neutrino. In 1987 we reported an improved upper
limit on the u,-mass of m“, <35 MeV/cz at 95% afidence level.ls The limit had
been obtained from an analysis of the invariant five-n mass spectrum of the decay

T– ~ m-~-~-~+~+v,. Since 1987 the available data sample has been enlarged,

30

r I I [ I I [ I I 1

N
MeV/c2

2

0
1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9

m
5n

[GeV\c2]

Figure 7: Measured invariant five-r m=s spectrum (histogram), where the hatched

part displays the result of our previous analysis (see text). The curve corresponds

to the expected shape of a phase-space decay weighted with the weak matrix

element (assuming mu. = OMeV/cz). Note that the curve h= not been normalized

to the data.

corresponding now to an integrated luminosity of 387 pb-l compared to 197 pb-l

in 1987. In order to gain more information about the mass of the v7, the analysis

has been repeated. Including the old data, 20 (12)q events are now selected, from

which 19 (11) were used to determine the upper hmit on the m~s of the V7. As

discussed in our previous pubhcation 15 the event with the high~st five-~ m~s has

been removed in order to account for possible uncertainties i? the background

determination. 1

The invariant m~s spectrum of the 20 events is shown in Fig. 7. Also

shown in this figufe is the expectation for a phsze-space decay weighted by the

weak matrix element, which is in re~onable agreement with the data. In addition,

it can be seen that for the new data sample no event with a five-~ m~s close to the end

point has been recorded. Therefore, the analysis of the five-~ m~s spectrum yields no

change of t~ limit on the VTdespite the increaae of data sample’s size; it remains

at m“, <35 MeV/cz (95% CL), sssuming a r mass of 1.7841 GeV/cz. Using the,

qThe numbers in parentheses corrmpond to the analysis Of1987
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7 mass obtained in this analysis as the end point of the five-r m- spectrum th4

revised upper limit on m“, is determined to be:

mv, <31 MeV/cz,

at the 95% confidence level.

Measurement of the decay r- + p-VT

Although the smdled r-de~y problem, i.e., the discrepancy between the

measured exclusive and inclusive r branching ratios, be-e less significant du-

ring the past year, it is still highly desirable to determine ,exclusive branching

ratios as independent u possible from other measurements: All r branching ra-

tios have been ~easured at e+e- mlhders where r leptons me produced in pairs,

this correlation might itiuence the measurement of an exclusive brantilng ratio

when other r-d~cays are used as reference. An rdmost independent determinant ion

can be achieved for the major decay modes by selecting r-pair events where both

T’s decay into the same find state. Unfortunately most of the existing data samp-

Ia have not been large enough to rdlow a precise determination of r branching

ratios using this procedure.
ARGUS performed the first maurement of tau-pair decays into Xirrov,,

allowing a determination of the branching ratio Br(~- ~ n-xov,) without using

a topologid or any other exclusive decay mode w reference. The decay T- +

m- T“v, is favorable for such measurements since it has the largeat single-prong

branching ratio of (23.01 + 0.55)%. 26 The Chmnel r- ~ n-mop, is known to be

dominated by the decay r- ~ p-v,; only one measurement of nonresonant n–n”
production has been reported so far, with a branching ratio of (0.3+ 0.1 +0.3)%.12

The invariant T-zo mass spectrum can be related to the data for the isospin

I = 1 part of the cross section for the process e+e- + x+x- by means of the con-

served vector current (CVC) hypothesis. The e+e- data show that the spectrum

cannot be described entirely by the presenm of the p raonance.z’ CVC requires
these deviations to be visible in the 7 data also.

In addition, a test of the structure of the interaction in the decay T- ~ p-v,

m tie performed. The nature of the weak interaction impfies the presence of

a vector-fike coupling. Regardless of the admixture of vector md axial-vector

couplings, a vector-fike coupling requires both fermions at one vertex to prefer

the same handedness, which imposes constraints on the population density of

different p helicity states. t The angul~ distribution of the pions in the p ret

frame with respect to the p direction of flight is a sensitive measure of this mpect

of the coupling. Note that this method -not distinguish between the helicity

$ln t~w ~aPer the ~e=”r~ *%O~yste~ willOftenbe called “# for simplicity.

Ho= 1 and HP = –1, but m show the relative population of states with Ho = O

or IHPI = 1.

The polarization of r leptons produad in 2° decays can be measured using

severrd r decay channels, where the highest sensitivity has been achieved for the

decay r- d p-v,. 2S However, t~5 ~~Y5js relies on a spin alignment of the P

which is predicted by the Standard Model but, has not been tested experimentally

with high precision up to now.

The population density of the allowed p heficity states is rdso sensitive to

the spin of the r-neutrino. Under the assumption that the v, is massl=s only the
spins Jv, = ~ ~d Jw.= ~ are rdlowed. It w be shown that the two v, spin

hypoth=ea yield different decay angular distributions for the pions.

The ~~ysis of the decay r- ~ P-V. pr=ented hem ~rnpris= thr~ PMtS:
(a) determination of the brantilng ratio Br(r- ~ T-ToV,), urdysis of (b) the

invariant Z-ro mass spectrum and (c) the spin alignment of the p.

Data gelection

The event smple used for this analysis corresponds to an integrated luminm

sity of 264 pb-l, with about 262000 produd T pairs. One major objective of this

mdysis is to determine the branching ratio Br(r- ~ r-nov,) as independently

as possible of other measurements. This was achieved by selecting T pair events

with both ~‘s decaying into xirou,:

In this ue, the brantilng ratios for other r decays enter only in the dculation

of the background. The only major background sourw is from other r decays,

while mntarnination from non-r+T- events is reduced to a negligible level by the

selection procedure. Such events have been extracted from a specird tw~prong

data sample containing 3947617 events. This initial data set was obtained by

applfing o~y moderate cuts which mainly reject Bhabha events. Monte Carlo
studies have shown that the total selection efficiency is decre=ed by only (1.7 +

0.3)% due to three requirements. Ener~ clusters in the dorimeter of more than

80 MeV with no associated track are accepted as photon candidates. The number

of photons per event is restricted to be 2, 3 or 4. Although four photons are produced

in the events by the decay of the To’s, a smrdler number may be measured, even if

no photon eaape detection, because photons from a high energy To often merge

into one single cluster in tbe electromagnetic calorimeter. In order to account for

this effect, for each r*w” candidate either one or two photons are allowed. U only one

photon is found in a given hemisphere it must have at least an energy of 1 GeV
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to be compatible with being a merged cluster, otherwise the event is rejected.
This photon is treated as a To for further analysis. The tw~photon system of

one hemisphere must have an invariant mass within +100 MeV/c* of the nominal
rr” m~s12 and yield a Xz < 9 when kinematicdly constrained to the To mass.

The selection requirements are satisfied by 1249 events, which are then used to

determine the branching ratio for ~- ~ r-xovr.

For the study of the r-rro invarimt m~s spectrum and the decay angular

distribution, the data sample w= augmented by an addltiond selection of events

where one of the r‘s was allowed to decay into three charged pions:

The requirements for the rr-ro system have been kept identicd to those for the 1-

versus- 1 prong sample. This procedure guarmtees that the shape of the z-To m~s

spectra in both data samples will be equal after subtraction of the background

from non-r events. The selection of these events is baaed on a stadard l-versus-

3 topology with the cuts adjusted to the specific decay mode.2g The selection

requirements are satisfied by 1772 events. Alt bough the backgrounds from ~ pair

events differ in the two decay topologies, the fractional contributions from this

source are the same in both rr-ro mass spectra. This behaviour is expected since

background to the three-r decay does not influence the decay of the other tau.

Branching ratio for the decay r- 4 r-rev,

The background from non-r pair reactions in events with the l-versus-1 to-

pology is found to be very small. The selection requirements reject background

from T resonance decays entirely, as verified by Monte Carlo studies. The method

for finding the number of hadronic background events is based on Monte Carlo

generation of q~ events including initial-state radiation (JETSET version 6.2 and

6.324). Only 13 out of a generated sample of 783000 events pass dl selection cri-

teria, The reconstructed rr-ro mmses of these events are inside the p m~s region.

The background level in the data has been determined to be 15 + 4 events by

scaling this result to the integrated luminosity of the data. Two photon reactions

have dso been considered. Here, the process ~~ ~ ~+r-mono deserves particular

attention, since a major fraction of the find state is produced = a pp system.30

However, Monte Carlo studies have shown the background from two-photon re-

actions is only 9 + 5 events. The selection criteria have been specifically designed

to exclude a large contribution from Bhabha events. The residurd background is

determined by a study of the selected data sample in phaae space regions which

are preferably populated by such events. The small number of events found here
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Figure 8: Invariant ~-~o m~s spectrum after the subtraction of the background

from non-r pair events. Note that there are two entries per event. The hatched

histogram shows the m~s spectrum fortbackground from r pair events.

leads to a conservative estimate of 8 + 4 events from Bhabha sources. The total

background from non-~t ~- events is thus 32+ 7. The invariant rr-ro mass spec-

trum after subtraction of the non-~+ r- background is shown in Fig. 8 together

with the expectation of the background from ~ pair events. The mass spectrum

exhibits a clear p signal.

The background from T+ T- events can be divided into two cl~ses: (1) events

in which neither r decays into rr- rr”vr and (2) events in which only one ~ decays

into z- n“v,. To determine the efficiency for selecting the signal events and level

of any background’ from ~ decays, extensive Monte Carlo simulations have been

performed. In our calculations, the branching ratios for ‘background’ decays were

taken from Refs. j6 and 31. If neither tau decays into Z-rovr (class 1), the
background, is determined to be 33.6 + 7.1 events. If one tau decays into ~-~ovr

(CIUS 2), the background cannot be calculated without knowing the branching

ratio for r- + m- m“vr. fit her than using an iterative procedure starting from
the current, world average value of (23.01 + 0.55)70 for this branching ratio, we
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have chosen instead to solve the following equation for Brl:

where Brl denotes Br(T- ~ r-rev,), Bri is the brantilng ratio of a ‘background’

T decay (note that dl decay channels letilng to one or three charged particles in the

find state have been taken into account), N-= 1183.4 A 10.0 is the number of

selected events after subtraction of bdground from non-7t T- events and from
~+r- events with no r decaying into X-moUr, Nrr = 261500* 5420 is the number

of r ptirs produced, c1l is the efficiency for selecting a 7+7- event where both

r’s decays into rixo , and Cli is the efficiency for selecting events where one tau

decays into rr-xov, while the other decays into the ‘background’ channel i. The

efficiency dculat~on includes the influence of the trigger, as dell as the effect of

fde photons produced by noise in the electromagnetic dorimeter and by split-

offs from the shower cluster associated with the charged part icle.32 The trigger

simulation has been developed and extensivdy checked from the data itselfi syste-

matic errors include the effects of any residud deviations. Likewise the simulation

of the probability for a fake photon hss been confirmed with -mic ray data. The

efficiency Cll has been determined to be (6.68 + 0.24)~o. From this we calculate a

due for the branching ratio ofi

Br(r- ~ r-rev,)= (22.6* 0.4* 0.9)%.

The probability that one n-uo system is produced by a ‘background’ d-y is

(14.9* 1.7)%. The background from 7 pair events, where one r decays into m-mov,

is 295+40 events. The largest fraction (s 6070) from this source is due to the decay
r- ~ m-romov,, with a brmching ratio of (7.9+ 0.5)Y0.= Since this hadronic final

- 0 1s the inmi~t m-no mzas spectrUmstate originates from the decay a; + p ~ ,

contains a p signal due to a lost no from the direct a; decay. The other major
source is due to the decay chain r- ~ K=- UT,with a branching ratio of (1.45 *

0.13)70,% followed by K“- ~ K-To. Here, the lack of a particle identification

requirement does not dow one to distinguish the two channels.

Analysti of the m-~o mass spectmm

For the analysis of the r-~o invariant mms spectrum and the spin alignment

of the p, both selected data samples were used. The background from non-r pair

reactions in the 1772 events with the l-versus-3 topology has been determined

by a similar means to that described above for the brantilng ratio. The contri-

bution is found to be 155 + 41 events, of which most are due to q~ reactions.

After subtraction of background from non-~+~- events the mass spectra from

both samples have the same shape and equrd background contributing from T

decays, This feature h= been achieved by choosing identicd requirements for the

reconstruction of the rr- To system. The invariant r-ro mass spectrum after sub-

traction of background from r+r- eventg is shown in Fig. 9, and contains 3448

pcandidatez.

In the framework of CVC, the invariant n-ro m~s spectmm u be descri-

bed by the following formulaw:

dr(qz) &F

dq— = ~6mzm; q(m~ – q2)2(m~ t 2q2)vl(q2).

where VI(q2) denotes the spectral function and q2 mrresponds to m~-~. For the
decay T- 4 r- m“vr the spectral function U1(q2) - be related to the cross section
for ,ete- annihilation into z-m+ with isospin 1 = 1:

‘+e--=+=-(q2)Ul(qz) = q2 . ~J;1T2a2 .

The total cross section (1 = 1, O) is given by:

‘+’--’+’-=$(1-%)’1~.12~1=1,0

ficently, Ktihn and Santarnaria2’ fitted the available data on the pion form factor

IF=12, using a variety of parametrizations. The only known 1 = O mntribution

comes from the decay w ~ rtz-, ld;ng to ~cdled p - u interference. Thus,
the lF~=l 12contribution is obtained by removing thig contribution. We use one of

the pararnetrizations27 to d-ribe IF. 12:

with

1 + aBWW
F.(q2) = BW, ~ + ~ .

{

~(q2) q2 > (m. + m.)z
Re(j(q2)) q2 s (mw t mX)2

m;

)

w
j(q2) = (mg _ qz _ imoro .

Here, BW denotes a relativistic Breit-Wlgner ~ propoged by Gounari9 and Saku-
r~.35 The fwtors ~ ad Bww are used to describe the p —w interference contribu-

tion, which is not present in the T caae. Hence, a is set to zero in our analysis. The

function ~ is used to describe the deviation of IF=12from a pure Breit-Wigner,

which is visible in the ‘hlghn maas range above 0.8 GeV/c2. This deviation is

sometim- interpreted as evidence for rd;dly excited ~mesons.s’ The fitz’
to IFZ12yielded the following results: m~ = 0.776 GeV/c2, rP = 0.149 GeV/c2,

mo = 1.180 GeV/c2, ro = 0.105 GeVJc2 and nO = 0.142. Rom the integration of

lF#=112a prediction follows for the ratio of the branching ratios into K-Tovr and

e–v~ of Br(r- ~ n-rovT)/Br(~- ~ e-~,v,) = 1.32 * 0.05.2’
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Figure 9: Background subtracted m=-mo spectrum. The curve shows the CVC

prediction, with the detector acceptance appfied to it.

When comparing the CVC prediction to the data, acceptance effects, in-
1 eluding detector resolution, are accounted for in the model prediction instead of

Deconvoluting the me~ured mass spectrum. The fit has been restricted to the
regionof0.28< rn=-=o< 1.4GeV/cz, and includes only the norm~ization as a

free parameter. The background corrected m=-~ spectrum is shown together with

the CVC prediction in Fig. 9. The X2 for the fit is 22.5 for 22 degrees of freedom.

If the ~-zo mass spectrum is fitted by describing IF. 12as a pure p Breit-Wigner,

BWP, the X2 increases to 38.7. We conclude that the entire mass spectrum is in

good agreement with the spectral function obtained from the CVC related pro-
cess ~+e– ~ ~+ Z-. This result serves as a further check for our branching ratio

measurement, confirming that the acceptance effects are well understood.

Measurement of the spin alignment of the p

1 The 7 lepton h= been shown to be a spin ~ particle from measurements

of the production cross section e+e- ~ r+ r- nem threshold.12 According to the

Standard Model the v, must have spin ~ also. With this assumption the v, has

!
been demonstrated to be left-handed.g Therefore, only two hehcity states of the

p- Me allowed in the decay T– + p– v,:

Neglecting mass effects, T and u, have the sme handedness due to the

vector-hke nature of the coupling, thus imposing constraints on the helicity of the

p. If both are left-handed, only the helicity state HP = O is allowed. Msss effects

allow different handedness for the T and u,. The ratio of the probabilities for the

~ to be right-handed R and left-handed L in this mupling is a function of the 7

velocity ~ (in the p rest frame):

where, for the decay r- h p-v,:

In the following calculations the T is assumed to be at rest and ‘heficity’ of the

r is defined with respect to the v, direction of flight. In this case, the figure

above shows that the r couples left-handed (m seen from the p) for the p helicity

HP = O and right-handed for HP = –1, respectively. Hence HP = O is favoured by

L/R= m~/m~. The angular distribution of the pions in the p rest frame relative
to its direction of flight can be written u:

dN L
-—cos2~+sin2~,

dcosd R

which is equivalent to:
)

In the narrow width approximation, where rP is neglected, one obtains: b, = 4.4.

The above considerations can only be exploited if the r is at rest. In the

case of a r produced in motion, the direction of fllght of the p in the ~ rest frame

is no longer known. However, the angular distribution of the pions in the p rest

frame relative to the p direction of flight in the laboratory system still shows a
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Figure 10: Angular distribution of the pions in the p rest frame with r~pect
to the observed p direction of flight after background subtraction and efficiency

correction. The curve shows the result of a fit which is described in the text. The

vertical sde is arbitrary.

distribution proportional to 1 + bCOS20, with b # b,. The parameter b depends

strongly on the velocity of the r lepton in the laboratory frme. Since b shows

almost no variation over the DORIS 11 energy range, the ARGUS data from rdl

centre-of-mass energies can be combined in the analysis. The parameters b, and b

are extremely sensitive to the shape of the invariant x-To m~s spectrum. Since

we have shown that the m=s spectrum can be well described by means of CVC,

the parametrization of Kfihn and Santamaria2’ u be used to calculate b and b,.

The Monte Carlo expectation of b thereby obtained is b~c = 0.57+ 0.01.

The observed decay angular distribution of the pions after background sub-

traction and efficiency correction is shown in Fig. 10. Fitting this distribution with

a function of the form I + b~eo, COS2O yields bmem,= 0.57 + 0.12. This rault is
in good agreement with our Monte Carlo expectation for a vector-like coupling.

Expressing the measured value of b~~~~in terms of a 9570confidenceinterval, we
find the range 0.38< bmea, <0.8 is allowed. These bounds mrrespond to b, in the

interval 2.3< b, < 10. From this an allowed range for the population densities of

the p helicity states (rl for IHPI = 1 and r. for Ho = O with r. + rl = 1) can be

derived independently of any assumption about the structure of the interaction.
With r.= (b, + 1)/(b7 + 2) s L/(L + R) one finds 0.77< r. <0.92 at 95% CL,
indicating that neither of the p helicity stat- is exclusively populated.

This measurement can dso be used to demonstrate that the v, spin is J., =

~, if the v, is assumed to be massless. The prment best limit on the V7 mass

is m“, < 35 MeV/c2 at 95% CL.16 The spins of the p and the r are known to
be J, = 1 and Jr = ~. No angula momentum transfer to the pu. system can

compensate the v, spin, thus allowing only v, spins of J“, = ~ and J., = :.

However, J.r = ~ requires the p helicity to be in a pure HP= -1 state, which is
excluded by our measurement. Therefore, the spin of the u, must be J“. = ~.

Conclusions

The mass of the r lepton has been me~ured, using a newly developed pseu-

domaas method, to be: m. = (1776.3 + 2.4+ 1.4) MeV/cz, representing the first
evidence that the r mass is significantly lower than the previous world average. In-

dications of a possible violation of lepton univergdity become less significant uging

this lower r mass. Meanwhile the decrease in m, has been mnfirmed by the more

precise measurement of BESm and CLEOW of m, = (1776.9~$~ + 0.2) MeV/c2

and m, = (1777.6 + 0.9 + 1.6) MeV/c*, respectively. In addition, new measure

ments on ~., Be and BP are available. U9ing the resulting new world averages of

m, = (1777.1 + 0.5) MeV/c2, 7, = (295.7+ 3.2) fs, Be = (17.76+ 0.15)% and

BP = (17.53+ 0.19)%40 one finds:

&=og92*ooo7
.,

9P

which is in reasonable agreement with the Standard Model expectation.

Our measurement of m. dso leads to a revised upper Emit on the mass of

the r neutrino of me, <31 MeV/c2 at the 95% mnfidence level. Note that the

upper limit remains unchanged if the new world average for m, is used.

In addition, a study of the decay r- + r-movr has been performed. The

invariant masg spectrum of the T-no find gtate has been shown, to agree well with

the CVC prediction for this channel, suggesting that the n-ro system is produced
in a Jp = 1- state. The extraction of the pure p contribution is only possible

using model sasumptions,2’ e.g., radid excitations such as the p’ or the opening of

a new channel above the 4n and wz thr-hold.
Since any possible deviations we small, we consider the decay T- + ~-rrov,

to be identid with the decay ~- + p-v,. Our measurement of the branching

ratio, Br(r- ~ T–ToV, ) = (22.6+ 0.4+ 0.9)Yo, agrees well with the world average

of (23.01 + 0.55)%. Note that the measurement reported here uses a new method,



which is largely independent of other tau branching ratios. Using our recent mea-
surement of the electron brantilng ratio, Br(r- ~ e-~cv,) = (17.3+0.4+ 0.5)Y0,6
we obtain:

where common systematic errors cancel in the ratio. The rmult is in good
agreement with the recent theoretical predictions from Kiihn and Santamaria of
1.32 + 0.05~’ derived using CVC.

From the analysis of the an@ar distributions of the pions relative to the
direction of fight of the p it follows that the p hebcity state HP = O is favoured
over IHP\”= 1, in the ratio expected from the Standard Model. The measurement

of the polarization of ~ leptons produced in 2° demys using the demy T- ~
p-v, is based on this behaviouq our result now justifies this procedwe. With the
assumption that the v, is m=sless, the v,-spin has been sho~ to be Jw, = ~,
which is in agreement with the Standard Model.
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